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Some Word features may not appear in Google Docs and will be removed on changesDetails show Last ads Ads Effect code 16,000 impulse101 Adjusting gravity sv_gravity &lt;-999 -= 999999=&gt;Arctic sniper rifle give spaceweapon_awp auto target with sharpener Rifle sv_aim Auto-Reload Disabled -reload Auto-
reload Enabled +reload Modify Thread cl_backspeed Cross Color Customize &lt;1-5&gt;Faster Forward Movement cl_forwardspeed 999 Faster Page Movement cl_sidespeed 999 Indicated Element Give Hyper Auto Target Disabled sv_clienttrace 0000 Hyper Auto Target Enabled sv_clienttrace 9999 Level Select
Changelevel Show how much time left on the map time lake and fire through walls and objects, default is 3600 gl_zmax&lt;0-9999&gt; See things bright without flashlight Lambert -1.0001 Set freeze period at the beginning of the rounds. Set to 0, to disable, is setting 6 (only for use on the server computer) mp_freezetime
set the maximum length in minutes that a lap can take, default is 5 (only for use on the server computer) mp_roundtime &lt;3-15&gt;Set minutes between card rotations, default is 0 (Only for use on the server machine) mp_timelimit SetC4 mp_c4timer Timer &lt;1-100&gt;Switching auto help messages , default is 1 ah
&lt;0 or= 1=&gt;toggle crosshairs in observer mode, Default is 1 cl_observercrosshair &lt;0 or= 1=&gt;Use toggle flashlight, default is 1 (only for use on the server computer net_graph mp_friendlyfire mp_footsteps mp_flashlight) &lt;0 or= 1=&gt; &lt;0 or= 1=&gt; &lt;0 or= 1=&gt; &lt;0 or= 1=&gt; &lt;0 or= 1=&gt; , Default is 1
dm &lt;0 or= 1=&gt;Switching to see ghosts in observer mode, Default is 0 Ghosts &lt;0 or= 1=&gt;Unbind key command unbind View the questions of other players cl_hidefrags 0 Whiten all environments with 800x600 resolution r_lightmap 1 item nameYou can use the give code, to spawn weapons -&gt; give [weapon
name] weapon name code AK-47 weapon_ak47 Artic weapon_awp Benneli xm1014 weapon_xm1014 bomb detonation weapon_defuser C4 weapon_c4 Colt M4a1 Carbine weapon_ m4a1 Command weapon_sg552 o weapon_deagle Desert Dual Berettas weapon_elite Flashbang weapon_flashbang Fn P90
weapon_p90 Glock 18 Pistol weapon_glock18 H&amp;K Sniper Rifle weapon_g3sg1 HE Grenade weapon_hegrenade Kevlar Vest weapon_kevlar M3 Super Shotgun weapon_m3 MAC-10 weapon_mac 10 MP5 weapon_mp5navy Nightvision Glasses weapon_nightvision Para weapon_ weapon_ump45 weapon_aug
weapon_smokegrenade weapon_sig550 weapon_scout weapon_p228 weapon_m249 usp 5 Skins with Skin [Skin Name] Skin Name Code Arab Arab Arctic Arctic GSG9 gsg9 Guerrilla Guerrilla Hostage SAS SEAL Siegel Terror Terror VIP VIP Key&lt;/0&gt; &lt;/0&gt; &lt;/0&gt; &lt;/0&gt; &lt;/0&gt; &lt;/0&gt; &lt;/0&gt;
&lt;/0&gt; &lt;/1-100&gt; &lt;/3-15&gt; &lt;/0-9999&gt; &lt;/1-5&gt; &lt;/-999&gt; &lt;/-999&gt; &lt;/-999&gt; Activate codes more easily, bind to keys. For example.B. bind v impulse 101 at the console window to bind the code to the V key for USD 16,000. Temporary invincibletype binding setinfo model .. /oranges during the
game. Continue to press the button that was bound to this command to become invincible. Temporary SAS appearance as terroristType tie setinfo model sas (only for terrorists). Your whole body will change in UK SAS suit. Continue to press the key that was bound to this command. Get 90 bullets for Usp.45 PistolBuy a
MAC-10 and all its bullets, then buy a Usp.45 pistol. Get 120 bullets for Glock PistolBuy an MP5 and all its bullets, then buy a Glock pistol. Note: If you already have it, you don't have to buy another one. Get 98 balls for ScoutBuy a Scout, shoot a bullet and reload. Then buy the balls again. Get 120 balls for Steyr TMPBuy
an MP5 and all its balls, then buy a TMP. Get 59 bullets for Usp.45 pistolBuy an Usp pistol, shoot a bullet and reload. Buy the balls again. Get 89 balls for H&amp;K Sniper RifleBuy a Scout and all the balls. Shoot once, reload the balls and buy them again. Then buy an H&amp;K sniper rifle. Sniping Ak47Aim the
crosshairs in the center of the enemy and shoot the balls two after two. When the crosshairs become large, run and reload. The target should be dead after you have fired the first two bullets. Splatter bone and body tissuetype bind back space pulse 102 at the console window, then press repeat [backspace] button and
bone, tissue, and blood will scatter anywhere. CheatsThere are no cheats suitable for this game! Click here to reset the search. To: Password (3)Tip (9)Cheat (7) Activate the console using the tiled button on the server computer (host) and enter sv_cheats 1. Then, while you are in the console, type to enable cheat. What
is CelebrityGamerZ? Get exclusive PC Game Trainer from Cheat Happens Imortality Type /bind p chooseteam;menuselect 6;menuselect [1 or 2];menuselect 2 in the console window in v1.1 or later. Note: Enter 1 for the terrorists or 2 for the anti-terror sites. After dying, press P. Easy Headshots type tie mouse1;click
mouse;click2 s shoot;kill at console window. You will auto headshot almost every time. If you don't automatically headshot, just click again. See the Third Person view Download the game and click Create New Server. Select a random map and see when you View the console window, then type sv_cheats 1 and press
[Enter] to enable cheat mode. Enter bot_stop and press [Enter] in the console window and connect. Enter third person and press [Enter] in the console window to enable the third person's view. Exit the bot server and join a server of your choice. Cheat codes During the game, press the button to display the console
window. Enter sv_cheats 1 and press [Enter] to activate cheat mode. Then enter one of the following codes. A. Press [Enter] to activate the appropriate cheat function: Result Cheat Code God Mode God Extra Ammo impuse 101 No Clipping Mode noclip Kill all bots bot_kill Toggle Bot AI bot_stop [0 or 1] Ignored by AI
notarget Spawn to give item displayed [Name] Skull fall from the sky Pulse 99 Allow Bot game for displayed team bot_add_ct or bot_add_t toggle bot with toggle bot only bot_pistols_only [0 1 bot_snipers_] only [0 or 1] Bot follows you automatically if you don't give them commands bot_auto_follow bots don't make
mission goals and expect people to do it, bot_defer_to_human 1 kick all the bots out of the game and lets people play bot_kick bots only use knives, bot_knives_only bots have a prefix in their name bot_prefix [prefix] See Where Bot Goes bot_show_nav Weapon Meets Nearest Enemy sv_clienttrace 9999999999999
Change Skin Settings Third Person View Thirdperson Spawn Props! Change C4 Detonation timemp_c4timer [Number] Larger crosshairs cl_crosshairscale 50000 Stable crosshairs cl_dynamiccrosshair 0 set game speed; 1.0 is set by default [Note] host_timescale [0.1-2.0] movement speed; 320 is standard [Note]
sv_maxspeed [number] Note: Must create your own server with cheats enabled. Weapon names Use one of the following values with the code name to spawn the specified weapon. Note: They must be activated as long as there is nothing in the hand. WeaponCode M249 (heavy machine gun) weapon_m249 TMP (silent
SMG) weapon_tmp AWP (Magnum sniper rifle) weapon_awp M4A1 (silent rifle) weapon_m4a1 Desert Eagle (Night Hawk) weapon_deagle HE grenade (highly explosive) weapon_hegrenade P90 (rifle) with 50 balls per clip) weapon_p90 Scout (weakest sniper rifle) weapon_scout Glock (terror pistol) weapon_glock AK47
(standard terrorist rifle) weapon_ak47 bullpup rifle weapon_aug Magnum sniper rifle weapon_awp anti-terror pistol weapon_elite Clarion 5.56 weapon_famas weakest pistol weapon_fiveseven Flashbang grenade weapon_flashbang D3AU weapon_g3sg1 IDF Defender weapon_galil Terrorist Pistol weapon_glock18 HE
Grenade weapon_fraggrenade Pump Shotgun weapon_m3super90 Weak SMG weapon_mac10 SMG weapon_mp5 13 Round Pistol weapon_p228 Weak Sniper Rifle weapon_scout War 550 weapon_sg550 War 552 weapon_sg552 Always on High Boxes Without Boost (Beta Version) Buy a Frag Grenade and Stand
Next to the Box You Are. Throw the grenade against the box of you on the ground. Jump, press against the box, and you will be raised very high. If timed correctly, you can check out the box at a price of 40 hp. Cheat Codes (beta version) Go to options, then keyboard, then Select the Developers Console option. While
playing, press to view the console window. then enter one of the following codes to enable the appropriate cheat function: Result Cheat Code Code 101 Free Bomb when terroristbuy c4 Set gravitysv_gravity [Number] Shadowsr_shadowids 1 Steam Achievements successfully complete the specified task to unlock the
corresponding achievement. To view your achievements and stats in Steam, select Community, My Profile, Watch All My Games, then the game and send values. .40 Dual Elites Expert: Kill 100 enemy players with the .40 double elites. 1,000,000 Damage: Deals a total of 1,000,000 damage to enemy players. 10 wins:
Win 10 rounds. 100 hostages rescued: rescue of 100 hostages. 2,500 Damage: Deals a total of 2,500 damage to enemy players. 200 wins: Win 200 rounds. 228 Compact Expert: Kill 200 enemy players with the 228 Compact. 25 Kills: Kill 25 enemies. 50,000 Damage: Deals a total of 50,000 damage to enemy players.
500 hostages rescued: Save 500 hostages. 500 Kills: Kill 500 enemies. 5000 wins: Win 5000 rounds. 9x19 Sidearm Expert: Kill 200 enemy players with the 9x19 side arm. A Shot In The Dark: Kill an enemy player while being blinded by a flashbang. A-Bomb-inable: Kill 5 players in a C4 explosion. Air Combat: Kill an
enemy enemy in the air while you're also in the air. Always prepared: Defuse a bomb with a kit if it had failed without one. Ammunition Protection: Kill two enemy players with a single bullet. Attack Card Veteran: Win 100 rounds on the CS_Assault card. Aztec Map Veteran: Win 100 rounds on the DE_Aztec map. Black
Sheep: Kill an enemy player with a knife during the pistol round. Bloodless Victory: Win a round without your team killing enemy players. Boom! Head shot!: Kill 250 enemy players with head shots. Brutalization: Kill an enemy player 4 more times while you overdo it. Bulletproof: Survive damage from 5 different players
within one round. Bullpup Expert: Kill 500 enemy players with the Bullpup. Can't hold down a good man: Kill a total of 20 opposing players who dominate you. Chateau Map Veteran: Win 100 rounds on the DE_Chateau map. Clarion 5.56 Expert: Kill 500 enemy players with the Clarion 5.56. Close Call: Successfully defuse
a bomb with less than a second remaining. Cobblestone Map Veteran: Win 100 rounds on the DE_Cbble map. Compound Map Veteran: Win 100 rounds on the CS_Compound map. CV-47 Expert: Kill 1,000 enemy players with the CV-47. D3/AU-1 Expert: Kill 500 enemy players with the D3/AU-1. Death from above: Kill
an enemy player while you're in the air. Defuse this!: Kill the defuser with a HE grenade. Destruction averted: Defuses 100 bombs. Sharing and Hide an enemy player who then kills a teammate. Dominance: Dominate an enemy player. Dress Code: Start a round with all players on your team who wear the same uniform
(at least 5 players). Dual Duel: Use Dual Elites to kill an enemy player who has also equipped dual elites. Dust Card Veteran: Win 100 rounds on the DE_Dust card. Dust2 Map Veteran: Win 100 rounds on the Map. Earn USD 125,000: Earn USD 125,000 in total cash. Earn USD 2,500,000: Earn USD 2,500,000 to earn a
total of cash. Earn USD 50,000,000: Earn USD 50,000,000 to earn a total of cash. ES C90 Expert: Kill 1,000 enemy players with the 'c90' ES Five-Seven Expert: Kill 100 opposing players with the five-seven. Fight Fire with Fire: Kill a zoomed enemy sniper with his own sniper rifle. Fire in the Hole!: Kill 3 enemy players
with a single er-grenade. Refractory: Get 80 damage from enemy shells and survive the round anyway. Flawless Victory: Kill the entire opposing team without harming members of your team. For Great Justice: Win a round by defusing a bomb. Friendly Firearms: Kill 100 enemy players with enemy weapons. From
Matilda: Kill an enemy with a grenade after you die. Frugal: Win 10 rounds without dying and not spending any money. Good Samaritan: Save all hostages in a single round. Happy Camper: Get two kills standing in the same place with a zoomed sniper rifle. Hat-trick: Master three opposing players at the same time.
Havana Card Veteran: Win 100 rounds on the CS_Havana card. HE Grenade Expert: Kill 500 enemy players with the Er Grenade. Hip Shot: Kill an enemy with an unzoomed sniper rifle. Murderous Handoff: Win a round by picking up the bomb from a fallen comrade and successfully planting it. I Am The Law: Kill 5
enemy players with head shots in a single round. I Believe You Dropped This: KIll an enemy player with a weapon that he dropped this round. I Will Avenge You: Kill an enemy player in the same round in which he kills a player on your friends list. I'll Cut You!: Win a knife fight. I'm Busy Here!: Stop defusing to kill a
terrorist, and then successfully finish defusing the bomb. I'm Not Dead Yet: Kill an Enemy at 1 Health. I've Got Your Bomb Right Here: Kill a terrorist with a grenade while planting the bomb. IDF Defender Expert: Kill 500 opposing players with the idf Defender. Inferno Map Veteran: Win 100 rounds on the DE_Inferno
map. Ingram Mac-10 Expert: Kill 500 enemy players with the Ingram mac-10. Italy Card Veteran: Win 100 rounds on the CS_Italy card. Jack of All Trades: Get a kill with each weapon. Kill Spree: Kill 5 enemy players within 15 seconds. KM Sub-Machine Gun Expert: Kill 1,000 enemy players with the km machine gun. KM
Tactical .45 Expert: Kill 200 enemy players by km .45. KM UMP45 Expert: Kill 1,000 enemy players by km. War 550 Commando Expert: Kill 500 enemy players with the War 550 Commando. War 552 Expert: Kill 500 enemy players with the War 552. Last Man standing: Be the last player to live in a round (with at least 5
players on your team). Leave That Thing Alone: Kill a CT while defusing the bomb. Leone 12 Gauge Super Expert: Kill 200 enemy players with the leone 12 Gauge super. Leone YG1265 Auto Shotgun Expert: Kill 200 enemy players with the automatic shotgun leone yg1265. Magnum Magnum Rifle Expert: Kill 1,000
enemy players with the Magnum Sniper Rifle. Master of Weapons: Unlock any achievement of weapon killing. Master of Destruction: Bree 15 props in a single round. Maverick M4A1 Carbine Expert: Kill 1,000 enemy players with the maverick m4a1 carabiner. Militia Map Veteran: Win 100 rounds on the CS_Militia map.
Mr. Bombastic: Plant a bomb within 25 seconds. Night Hawk .50c Expert: Kill 200 enemy players with the Night Falcon .50c. Ninja: Win 100 Knife Battles. No losses: Kill the entire opposing team without members of your team dying. Not A Bullet To Spare: Kill an enemy with the last bullet in your magazine (except sniper
rifles). Not on My Watch: Kill an enemy player within 3 seconds when he recovers a dropped bomb. Nuke Map Veteran: Win 100 rounds on the DE_Nuke map. Office Map Veteran: Win 100 rounds on the CS_Office map. On the way to destruction: Plant 100 bombs. Online interactions not rated: Spray 100 stickers.
Opportunistic: Kill an enemy player while reloading. Over 9,000!: Kill 10,000 enemies. Overkill: Kill an enemy you already dominate. Park Ranger: Kill 100 zoomed-in enemy snipers. Piranesi Map Veteran: Win 100 rounds on the DE_Piranesi map. Pistol Master: Unlock all 6 Pistol Kill Achievements. Port Map Veteran:
Win 100 rounds on the DE_Port map. Prodigy Map Veteran: Win 100 rounds on the DE_Prodigy map. Pwnage: Master a total of 10 opposing players. Rescue aborted: Kill an enemy player who leads the hostages without injuring hostages. Revenge: Kill an enemy player who dominates you. Rickrolled: Win a round in
less than 30 seconds (against at least 5 opposing players). Rifle Master: Unlock all 10 Rifle Killing Achievements. Ruthless: Get 10 kills on opposing players that you already dominate during a single game. Safety First!: Survive a shot in the head because you have the good sense of wearing a helmet. Sandbar Scrapper:
Kill 100 enemy players with the knife. Say hello to my little friend: Kill 500 enemy players with the M249. Schmidt Machine Pistol Expert: Kill 500 enemy players with the Schmidt machine gun. Schmidt Scout Expert: Kill 1,000 enemy players with the Schmidt Scout. Shotgun Master: Unlock both Shotgun Killing Successes.
Skeet Shooting: Kill an enemy in the air. Someone sets up the bomb: Win a round by planting a bomb. Fast Samaritan: Save all hostages within 90 seconds. Spray and Pray: Kill two opposing players while blinded by a flashbang. Kill an enemy player who is on a killing spree. Stealthy: Win a round while you don't make
a step and kill at least one enemy. Sub-Machine Gun Master: Unlock all 5 Sub-Machine Gun Kill achievements. Sugar Daddy: Donate 100 weapons to your teammates. The Cleaner: Kill the entire opposing team (with at least 5 players) in a single round. The Finisher: Kill an enemy player who has been reduced to less
than 5% from other players. The glasses, they do nothing!: Does 5,000 damage with night vision active. The Immovable Object: Kill an enemy player who has just killed 10 of your teammates in a single round. The Tenderizer: Deals at least 95% damage to an enemy that is then killed by another player. The Unstoppable
Power: Kill 10 enemy players in a single round. They Never Saw It Coming: Kill a total of 25 enemy players blinded by Flashbangs. Tidal Map Veteran: Win 100 rounds on the DE_Tides map. Train Map Veteran: Win 100 rounds on the DE_Train map. Tunnel Vision: Kill a zoomed enemy sniper with a knife. Variety Hour:
Get kills with 5 different guns in one round. Warlord: Get a total of 100 kills from enemy players you control. We are Legion: Start a round in the same team as 4 of your friends, all wearing the same outfit. Wild Gooseman Chase: As the last living terrorist, a defusing that was long enough for the bomb to explode. Win 25
rounds of pistols: Win 25 rounds of pistols. Win 250 rounds of pistols: Win 250 rounds of pistols. Win 5 rounds of pistols: Win 5 rounds of pistols. Window Vandal: Shoot 14 windows in a single round on cs_office. cs_office.
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